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Schneider's method in fields of characteristic p ~ 0 
by 
J.M. Geijsel 
Abstract 
In this report two theorems on transcendental elements of fields of 
characteristic p > O, namely L.I. Wade's result on the analogue of the 
Gelfond-Schneider theorem for fields of characteristic p (see Duke Math. 
J. _!l (1946), 79-85), and my result on the trancendency of certain values 
of the Carlitz-Bessel functions (see Math. Centre Report ZW 2/71, Amster-
dam) are generalized for a wider class of so called E-functions. 

no 
Let ]F be a finite field of characteristic p IO with p = q ele-q 
ments. We denote by Fix] the ring of polynomials with coefficients in F q 
and byF {x} its quotientfield. q 
For Or EE F [x] we define the (logarithmic) valuation q 
dg E = degree of E and dg O = -00. 
For Q Ell\{x} where Q = j- with E,F E'lFixJ and Fr Owe define 
dg Q = dg E - dg F. 
The completion of ]F {x} with respect to the valuation is denoted by q 
F and the completion of the algebraic closure of F by~. The valuation dg 
on ]F {x} can be extended to~ in a unique way and also will be denoted q 
by dg. 
A 
which 
function f : ~ • ~ 
00 
f(t) = I a. 
i=O l 
converges for all t 
{ 
f(t+u) = f(t) 
f(ct) = cf(t) 
given by a power series 
ti with a. E ~' l 
with dg t < R is called Unear> if 
+ f(u) Vt,u E ~ with dg t < R, dg u < R, 
Vt E ~ with dg t < R and c E ]F • q 
For linear functions we define for all t for which the involving se-
r 
ries converge the operators~ (r=l,2, ••• ) by 
~f(t) = f(xt) - X f(t), 
r-1 
~rf(t) = ~r-lf(xt) - x4 ~r-lf(t), 
0 For purpose of notation we define~ f(t) = f(t). 
r::::: 2. 
A function f : ~ • ~is said to be entir>e if f can be written as a 
power series with coefficients in~, which converges for all t E ~. 
For entire linear functions f we have an "expansion formula" (see [JJ, 
or [2] lemma 2.1), namely: 
2 
for every M E F [x] we have q 
where 
= 
dt M 1/! vF(M) 
f(Mt) l ----e:e-- ~\) f(t), 
V=O \) 
\) \) 
F 
\) 
:= (xq -x)(xq -xq) 
:= 
1/! (t) := 
\) 
n 
dg E<v 
EEF [x] q 
( t-E) • 
Now we introduce a special class of linear functions. 
Definition. A linear function f ~ • ~ given by 
k 
00 tq 
f(t) = I akF 
k=0 k 
is called an E-function if there exists a finite separable algebraic ex-
tension K of F of degree h such that: 
Remarks 
(1) ak E K, k = 0,1, •.• 
k (2) 3c ER, c > 0 such that dg ak ~ cq 
(3) 'v'k E lN u {0} 3Qk E lFq[x] of minimal degree such that 
Qka0 ,Qka 1, •.. ,Qk~ are integers in Kand 
k dg Qk = 0(kq ), k-+- co. 
(i) From (1) and (2) we have that every E-function is entire. 
(ii) The functions iµ(t) and J (t) (see [3]) are E-functions. 
n 
(iii) Linear polynomials with separable algebraic coefficients in~ are 
E-func tions. 
r 
(iv) If f and g are E-functions then ~rf (r~l), fq , f + g are E-functions. 
(v) If Pis a linear polynomial with separable algebraic coefficients in 
~ and f is an E-function, then P(f(t)) is an E-function. 
3 
Lermna 1. Let K be a separable finite algebraic extension of F{x} of degree 
h. Let r, s E IN with O < r < s. Then the system of linear equations 
s 
',I ak. X. = 0 J,=l i. l. (k= 1 , ••• , r) , 
where aki are algebraic integers in Kand 
a= max (dg aki'O) 
k, i 
has a non-trivial solution {X.}.s 1 with l. 1.= 
X. E ]F [x] 
l. q 
such that 
d X. < cs + ar 
g 1. s - r (i=l, ••• ,s), 
where c is a positive constant only depending on the field K. 
Proof. We use the following lemma which will be proved 1.n an appendix. 
Lemma: Let K be a separable 
h. Then there exists a basis 
that every algebraic integer 
h 
i; = I 
i=l 
A. B. 
l. l. 
finite algebraic extension of F {x} of degree q 
B 1 , .•. , Bh of algebraic integers of K such 
~EK can be written uniquely as 
with A. E F [x]. 
l. q 
Further we use the methods of lermna 4.2 in [3]. 0 
Now we can formulate the main result of this paper. 
Theorem 1. Let f 1(t), ... , fn(t) be E-functions, not all polynomials. 
Suppose 
~r f (t) = R (f 1(t), •.. ,f (t)) v vr n r = 0,1, •.. ; v = 1, .•. ,n, 
where R are n-linear polynomials of n variables f 1 , ..• , f of total vr n 
r r degree <q with coefficients in F [x] of degree <q . q 
4 
Let a p 0, Si F {x} and f (t) t 0. Then at least one of the elements q \) 
{ S , f 1 (a) , ••• , fn (a) , f 1 (aS) , ••• , fn (aS)} 
is transcendental over F {x}. q 
Corollary 1 • 
a) With the choice f 1(t) = 1/J(t), a= 11.(c/), where a* is not a zero of 11.(t), 
and S l F {x} we get the analogue of the theorem of Gelfond-Schneider: 
q * * * 
at least one of the elements { S , a = 1/!(11. (a ) ) , I/J(S11. (a ) ) } is transcen-
dental over F {x}. This result was q proved by Wade in [5]. 
b) With f 1 (t) = Jn(t), f 2(t) = tiJn(t) 
at least one of the elements 
and a F 0, S l F {x} we get: q 
{S, J (a) , tiJ (a), J (a.S), tiJ (a.S)} 
n n n n 
is transcendental over F {x}. This result was essentially proved in [3], q 
where the theorem said under the same conditions for a and S: at least 
one element of the set V = {a, S , J (a) , tiJ (a) , J (a.S) , tiJ (a.S)} is 
n n n n 
transcendental over F {x}. At the begin of the proof in [3] we supposed q 
a to be algebraic over F {x} but we didn't use this fact, hence a can q 
be omitted in V. 
* * Corollary 2, If we choose f 1(t) = I/J(a.·1t), •.• ,f (t) = 1/J(a t), where 
* n n 
a F 0, v=l, ••• ,n, and if a= 1, St F {x} then at least one of the ele-
v * * * q * . 
ments {S, $(a. 1), ••• ,$(an), $(a. 1S), ••• ,$(anS)} is transcendental over 
F {x}. q 
If now a. is not a zero of 11.(t), i=l, ••• ,n, and a~ := 11.(a.), then 
1 1 1 
at least one of the elements of the set {S,a. 1, ••• ,an,$(S11.(a. 1)), ••• 
••• ,$(811.(a ))} is transcendental over F {x}. For n = 1 we have the result 
n q 
of corollary la. 
For 
elements 
tal over 
S l F {x}, a algebraic and 11.(a) # 0 we have: at least one of the 
q q n {S, $(S11.(a)),$(S11.(a ), ••• , $(811.(aq ))}, n;;:: 1, is transcenden-
F {x}. Equivalent with this last result is: at least one of the q 
elements {B, ~(A(a)), ~(BA(xa)), •.. , ~(BA(xna))}, n ~ 1, is transcenden-
tal over JF {x}, since tA(t) = A(xt) - xA(t) = A(tq). q 
Proof of theiorem 1. Suppose B, f 1(a), ... ,fn(a),f 1(as), ... ,fn(aB) are 
e e e 
algebraic over JF q { x}, then, for some e E :N, sq , fi (a), ... , fq (a), 
e e n 
fq1 (aS), ..• , fq (aS) are separable over JF {x} and they generate a sepa-n q 
rable extension K of JF {x} of degree h. q 
e e e 
Let r E JF [x] be such that fSq , ffq (a) :1 ffq (aB), q \) \) v= I , ••• , n, 
are algebraic integers of K. 
The natural numbers k, Q, with k < .Li 3 will be chosen later. 
Define 
2t 
-1 2k t n q q -
tjq e fiq e L(t) := I I I x .. (at), 
v=l j =() i=O l.J\J \) 
where the polynomials X.. will be determined by the following: l.J \) 
L(A+BB) = 0 for all A,B E JF [x] with dg A< m, dg B < m, q 
where m := k + Q, - 1. 
5 
2m 2k+22 Since Bi JF {x} we get a linear system of at most q equations in nq q 
variables X .. with algebraic coefficients: l.J \) 
(I) 
2t 
n q -1 
L(A+BB) = I l 
v=I j =O 
2k I q -
I 
i=O 
• e 
X.. (A+BB)Jq l.J \) 
. e 
f 1 q (a(A+SB)) = 0, 
\) 
dg A< m, dg B < m. 
f.(aA+aSB) = f.(aA) + £.(a.SB) since f. is linear. Since l. l. l. l. 
tµ f.(t) = R. (f 1(t), ••. ,f (t)) = l. iµ n 
=: 
6 
with A. . . E JF [x] and dg A. . . < qµ, the expansion formula 
. iµJ1•••Jn q iµJ1•••Jn 
gives: 
1/! (A) 
Since dg.....;...µ __ :,; 
F µ 
1/! (A) µ 
max dg --- = F Q:,;µ:,;dg A µ 
A. . . 
iµJ1•••Jn 
max (qµdg A-µqµ) 
Q:,;µ:,;dg A 
dg A 
:,; dg A • q 
e e e e 
Since f~ (aA) resp. f~ (aSA) is a polynomial in fq (a) resp. fq (aS), 
i i \J \J 
i, v e: (I, ... , n), of degree :,; qm with coefficients in :IF { x}, the coeffi-q 
cients of X •• in (I) are polynomials in iJ \J 
e 
0 q f d 2 i I µ o egree:,; q -
e e 
fq (a) , fq (a/3) of degree :,; clk-1 )qm 
\J \J 
with coefficients in JF {x}. q 
. 2i 2k m 2t+2n Since q - 1 + 2n(q -l)q < q we can get a system of equations 
with integral algebraic coefficients in K by multiplying each equation 
with the factor 
2i+2n e 2k 
rq (Fq ) q - l 
m 
This gives the system of equations: 
2i+2n e 2k 
rq (Fq )q -l L(A+SB) = 0 
m 
which we denote by 
22 
-I 2k -1 n q q 
(2) I I I x .. D •• = 0 
v=I j=O i=O lJ \J lJ\J 
for dg A,dg B < m; A,B e: JF [x] q 
for A,B E JF [x]; dg A,dg B < m. q 
2m Since m = k + 2 - 1 the number of equations, q , is less than the 
2k+22 
number of variables n q , Furthermore 
2t+2n d m+2k+e 2t+e 2k+e m m m dg Dij s q gr+ mq + q (m+c 1) + q (mq +q +q c0) 
where c 1 = max(dgB,O); c0 = max(dg fv(a); dg fv(aB), (v=l, ••. ,n); O), 
which gives (since k < !i): 
2R.+e dg D .. s (3m+c 2)q l.J\/ where c2 ~ O. 
7 
2m 2k+2t d According to lemma 1 with r = q , s = nq an a= max(dg D .. ,0) 
• • l.J \/ 1.,J,V 
we have that there exist polynomials x .. € F [x], not all zero, such that 
l.J\/ q 
(1) is satisfied and 
(3) 2t+e dg X •• s (3m+c3)q l.J\/ where c3 ~ O. 
Now we shall prove that, for all A, B € Fix], L(A+BB) = O. Letµ~ m 
and n = µ - k + 1, then n ~ t. Furthermore let 
B(µ) ={A+ BB I dg A<µ, dg B <µ,A and B not both O}. 
Suppose L(t) = 0 for all t € 8(µ). Let~€ B(µ+l) \ B(µ), then dg ~ = µ + g 
with g ~ O. We choose R. such that m + g < 2m. By assumption 
L(t) / n 
B(µ) 
(t-A-BB) 
is an entire function since L(t) is entire. According to the maximum-modu-
lus-principle 
Hence 
dg ( n ~~=l-sBJ s max dg ( n ~~:l-sB)} · 
B(µ) dg t = 2µ B(µ) 
dg L(~) s max dg L(t) - 2µ(q 2µ-1) + (µ+g)(q 2µ-1). 
dgt = 2µ 
From the definition of L(t) we get 
max 
dg t = 2µ 
dg L(t) s max 
i,j,v 
2 2R-+e 2k+e dg X.. + µq + q 
l.J \/ 
max 
dgt = 2µ 
dg f (at). 
\/ 
8 
Since f 
V 
is an E-function we have 
co 
k 
tq 
f (t) = l a"k Fk' 
'J k=O V 
V = 1, ••• ,n, 
k 
where 3c > 0 such that dg avk < cq fork> k0 and v = 1, •.. ,n. 
Hence 
k k k 
max dg f (at)~ max (dgavk +2µq -kq +q dg a)< 
dgt = 2µ v k~O 
< max 
k~O 
k 2µ (c+2µ-k+dg a)q ~ c4 q 
where c4 > 0 andµ~ m. This gives 
2t+e 2 21+e 2µ+2k+e 2µ dg 1(0 <' (3m+c 3)q + µq + c4q - (µ-g)q • 
Sinceµ~ m, n ~ 1 andµ= n + k - 1 we get 
(4) dg 1(0 2n+e 4k 2k-e < q (5µ+c 5q -(µ-g)q ). 
e 
1(~) is a polynomial in Sq f d 21 1 d . h f h o egree q - an 1.n eac o t e 
e e 
fq (a) , fq (ciB) of degree 
V V 
(q 2k-l)qµ, hence 1(~) 1.·s algebra1.·c· 
<, ' 
2k+e 
Fq 
µ 
and 
21 2k+µ 2n+2n q + 2nq < q , 
2n+2n 
rq 1(~) is an algebraic integer of K. Therefore 
2k+e 
N(Fq 
µ 
2n+2n 
rq L(~)) E F [xJ 
q 
2k+e 
dg N(Fq 
µ 
2n+2e 
rq 1(0) ~ 
since 
h[µq 2k+e+µ + q2n+2n dg r 2n+e ( 4k ( ) 2k-e ~ + q 5µ+c 5q - µ-g q )] ~ 
which is negative 
2k+e 
that dg N(Fq 
for sufficiently large k and f. Now choose k and t such 
2n+2e 
rq L(s)) is negative. Hence L(s) = O. 
J.l 
In the following k and tare fixed. Since B / JF {x} all A+ BB are q 
different and L(t) has an infinite number of zero's. Since L(t) is entire 
and not a polynomial L(t) is a transcendental function (see [4J or [2]). 
Let N be the set of zero's~ 0 of L(t), then N is countable and for 
any v E lN 
L(t) with p ~ 0 and Yo E ~-
Let v0 be the minimum of the degrees of the zero's~ 0 of 
dg TT (1 t dg TT ( I max - -) ~ max 
dgt = 2v sEN\B(v) s \)0 sEN\B(v) 
dgt =-2 
Furthermore 
TT (A+BB-t) 
B(v) 
= ---------,---.,--TT (A+BB) 
B(v) 
hence 
max dg L(t) 
dg t =2v 
2v 2v ~ c7 +2vp +2v(q -1) - (v+g)(q -1), 
where c7 is a constant only depending on L(t). This gives 
(5) max dg L(t) 
dg t =2v 
On the other hand we have proved 
(6) max dg L(t) 
dg t =2v 
with c8 > O. 
L(t), then 
t 
- -) = o. 
s 
9 
10 
For v large: enough (5) and (6) are contradictory, which completes the 
proof of the theorem. D 
Remark. The theorem is also true for systems {f 1, .•• ,fn} for which the 
following relation is true: 
t 2 f (t) = R (f 1(t), ... ,f (t)), r=0,1, ... ; v=l,2, ... ,n, v vr n 
where 
R (fl(t), ... ,f (t)) = l 
vr n . . J 1+. · ,+Jn$r 
with Qvrjl ·••Jr E Fq{x}, such that for all r ~ 0 there exists a polynomial 
A such that Q , • A E F [x] for p=0,1,, .. ,r,· 1 $ v $ n,· VP] J r q r 1•·· r r j 1+,.,+j $rand dg A < q. n r 
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APPENDIX 
Lemma. Let K be a separable finite algebraic extension of JF {x} of degree q 
h. Then there exists a basis s1 , ••• , Sh of algebraic integers of K such 
that every algebraic integer~ EK can be written uniquely as 
h 
~ = I 
i=l 
A. B. 
1 1 
with A. ElF [x]. 
1 q 
Proof. According to the theorem of the primitive element[*], since K is 
a separable finite extension of JF {x} of degree h there exists an element q 
e EK such that K = JF {x}(e). 8 is a separable algebraic element of K, q 
hence there is a polynomial Pin JF [x] such that PS is an algebraic inte-q 
ger of K. Denote PS again by e. Let e 1 = e, e 2 , ••• , eh be the conjugate 
f 1 b . . h d. . . ( 1 h-l) elements o the age raic integer e. Te 1scrim1nant 6 ,e, ..• ,e 
h-1 
of the basis 1,e, ... ,e of K / JFq{x} is a Van der Monde determinant 
and since e is separable, e. # e.(i#j); hence 6(1,e, ..• ,eh-l) # o. 
1 J 
Furthermore is 
h-1 6(1,8, •.. ,e ) = TT 
)Si<jsh 
2 ( e . -e . ) 
1 J 
a symmetric polynomial in the conjugate elements of 8 and can be expressed 
as a polynomial in the coefficients of the minimal polynomial of e; 
h-1 hence 6(1,e, ..• ,e ) E JF [x]. q 
For eve!ry base {w1 , ... wh} of KI JFq{x} with wi algebraic integer in 
K we have 
2 h-1 
= (det(a . . )) e ~(1,8, ..• ,e ) 1J 
h-1 
where w. = a.. 1 + a. 2e + •.• + a1.he (i=l, ..• ,h) with a .. E JF {x}, and 1 1 1 1J q 
det a .. # O. On the other hand as a synunetric polynomial in the algebraic 1J 
integers w1 , , wh and its conjugates 6(w1 , ... ,wh) E JF q[x]. Consider all 
bases {w1, ... ,wh} for K / JFq{x} with algebraic integers w1 , ... , wh. 
Then dg 6(w1, ... ,wh) EN+ {0}, hence there exists a basis {B 1,.,.,Bh} 
with dg 6(B 1, ... ,Bh) minimal and B1 , ... ,Bh algebraic integers. We shall 
prove that this basis {B 1, .•. ,Bh} is a basis for the ring of algebraic. 
12 
integers in Kover F [x]. q 
Suppose {s 1, ••• ,Sh} is not a basis for the integers in Kover F [x], q 
then there exists an algebraic integer~ EK such that~= a 1s1+ ..• +ahSh 
with a. E F {x} and not all a. E F [xJ. Suppose a 1 I Fq[x]. a 1 =A+ r i q i q 
with A E F [x] and r E F {x} \ F [x], dg r < 0 and r 'I- 0. Now define q q q . 
= ~ - AS 1 
* s. 
i = s. ' i i=2, .•• ,h, 
The system * { s 1 * } ' ... 'Sh is a basis for K / F {x} q and * s. (i=l, ... ,h) are i 
algebraic integers. 
2 
al - a a2 a3 ah 
0 0 0 
* * ) 
.6( S 1 ' ..• 'Sh) Li ( S I ' .•• 'Sh = det 0 0 0 
0 0 0 
* * dg Li ( S l , ..• , Sh ) = 2 dg r + dg Li (SI , ... , Sh) < dg (SI , ... , Sh) . 
This contradicts the minimality of dg Li(S 1, ... ,Sh) and proves the lemma. D 
[*] B.L. van der Waerden, Algebra I, §43. 


